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Agenda

1. Welcome and introductions
2. Kerry Boffey – Fellowship of Inspection
Nominees (fin)
3. Update on Degree Apprenticeship Knowledge
Networks (DAKN)
4. Policy Update
5. Other Updates
6. Final Word

Questions Welcome at Any Time

Inspection Analysis
May 2022

Kerry Boffey

For more information: www.fin-online.org.uk or email: info@fin-online.org.uk

Fellowship of Inspection Nominees (FIN)

Who and
what is FIN?

The only membership organisation designed
to support the nominee focusing on quality.
Helping you to prepare for inspection,
maximise outcomes and minimise risk.
All former and/or current inspectors with years
of experience inspecting all types of provision.

Welcome - what we’ll cover today
Overview and analysis of this year's inspections so far

Recent inspection themes and trends

The use of data at inspection

FIN support and resources
For more information: www.fin-online.org.uk or email: info@fin-online.org.uk
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Inspection Outcomes 2022
Full inspections - January 2022 to present
Outstanding
Good
Req. Imp.
Inadequate
Grand Total
Of these, total RI & Inadequate

3
41
17
4
65
21

4.6%
63.1%
26.2%
6.2%

Significant

3

11.1%

Reasonable

20

74.1%

Insufficient

4

14.8%

Grand Total

27

32.3%

Inadequate safeguarding January
2021 to present

Inadequate/Insufficient
in safeguarding

24

NPMV - January 2022 to present

For more information: www.fin-online.org.uk or email: info@fin-online.org.uk

Data collected 28/04/2022
from the unique FIN research
database
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Current inspection themes
Rationale for
programmes

Memory of
learning
and application

Learners
awarness of
progress

Impact of IAG

Career advice

Developing
behaviours

Safeguarding,
English, Maths all
in the context

Effectiveness of
OTLAs

Use of data

Impact of
governance

Entitlement

For more information: www.fin-online.org.uk or email: info@fin-online.org.uk
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Categories

Essential
compliance

Well
established
requirement
fully explored
in the EIF

For more information: www.fin-online.org.uk or email: info@fin-online.org.uk

Trend,
current
flavour
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Essential compliance

• Establishing starting points/initial assessment (linked to funding)

• Regular progress review – with employer involvement
• Access to 20% off-the-job

For more information: www.fin-online.org.uk or email: info@fin-online.org.uk
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Themes unpacked
• Clarity around intent and the rationale for programmes.
• How well can learners remember what they were taught, and can they apply it?
• Can learners easily recall where they are on a programme compared with where they should
be?
• Impact of IAG on planning learning.
• Career advice, individual as well as general. For apprentices; career advice is discussed
with employer needs - development of employability behaviours to help evidence an
ambitious curriculum.
• Developing behaviours for work - employability skills.
• Safeguarding, Prevent, FBV, English, Maths all in the context of work.
• The quality of teaching and learning - how effectively is OTL being used?
• How effectively have managers used data to identify weaknesses and how well have
managers tackled weaknesses?
• The impact of governance - what difference has it made?
• Access to 20% off-the-job.
For more information: www.fin-online.org.uk or email: info@fin-online.org.uk
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Data & the use of terminology at inspection

How can we better understand
Ofsted terminology around data?

While numbers are not used,
words are. We used to see terms
like ‘minority’, ‘majority’ or
‘significant majority’, but some
reports now reflect ‘too few’.

For more information: www.fin-online.org.uk or email: info@fin-online.org.uk
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Inspection extracts
Too few apprentices undertake reviews with both their tutor and employer often enough.
Consequently, apprentices do not always receive helpful feedback on specific work-related
knowledge, skills, and behaviours in readiness for end-point assessment.
Most apprentices are able to apply this feedback in the context of their academic and workplace
practice. However, too few apprentices receive feedback that helps them to identify specifically
what they need to do to improve the quality of their work on the apprenticeship.
Too often, apprentices’ learning goals focus on the completion of tasks and not enough on the
development of workplace skills and behaviours.
Too often, apprentices’ learning goals focus on the completion of tasks and not enough on the
development of workplace skills and behaviours. As a result, not all apprentices make the swift
progress that they could from their respective starting points.
All apprentices on each programme study the same content, regardless of what they already know
and can do. Therefore, too many apprentices only reinforce what they already know.

Too many apprentices are making slow progress.
For more information: www.fin-online.org.uk or email: info@fin-online.org.uk
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Concealed data
• How many or what proportion is ‘too many’ or ‘too few’?
• Is just 'one' learner too many?
• How can a nominee challenge a concealed data judgment?
• Understand your own provision
• consider the high-risk areas
• collect your own data
• use the data to drive improvements

For more information: www.fin-online.org.uk or email: info@fin-online.org.uk
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Data collection
and analysis
• What data should providers be
routinely collecting?
• How providers can best use data
to measure and improve
performance?
• What data would be useful at
inspection?
For more information: www.fin-online.org.uk or email: info@fin-online.org.uk
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What is FIN & the benefits of joining
Former Ofsted inspectors pooled their knowledge and skills to create a membership organisation to
raise quality and provide effective inspection preparation to maximise outcomes and minimise risks at
inspection.
• External review of your SAR – with written feedback that reflects trends.
• Advice on Ofsted process i.e. blackout dates.
• Access to a library of over 450 resources focusing on managing and delivering quality
apprenticeships, inspection preparation and how to meet safeguarding requirements within the EIF.
• Expert confidential advice and remote support when you need it.
• Opportunities to network and collaborate with other FIN members.
• Access to detailed inspection analysis from published reports, considered, scrutinised and evaluated
to identify trends and signpost to inspection methodology.
• Templates for self-assessment and QIP.
• Permission to use our logo on website/emails.
• And so much more……….
For more information: www.fin-online.org.uk or email: info@fin-online.org.uk

What some of
our members
say

• “FIN has changed my life for the better. Every resource that
I have utilised and working group/training that I have
attended has allowed me to go away and immediately
implement a valuable resource and/or process into our
provision." Dan Gagg, Pareto Law
• “Resources are excellent and are our first port of call when
looking for something to bridge a gap in knowledge or
resolve a problem. Level of engagement is own choice, can
dip in and out depending on what else is happening in the
business.” - Daphne Saxelby, Futures Group
• “Unparalleled support and resources” - The Growth
Company

For more information: www.fin-online.org.uk or email: info@fin-online.org.uk
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FIN updates & events
Upcoming events:
• 11/05/2022 - Inspection Next Steps (free)
• 17/05/2022 - The Full Learner Journey (Unis & HE)

• 25/05/2022 - Using Learner and Employer Feedback and Perceptions
• 09/06/2022 - Maximising Competitions to Benefit Learners (free)
• 14/06/2022 - Using the Safeguarding Checklist as an Organisational Barometer
• 16/06/2022 - Promoting Pride in Post-16 Education
• 28/06/2022 - Counter Terrorism & Radicalisation Masterclass
And more!
For more information: www.fin-online.org.uk or email: info@fin-online.org.uk
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Questions and/or comments?
Thank you for attending
today's session
FIN members - if you’d like a one-to-one
catch up/support call with the FIN team,
please email info@fin-online.org.uk to
arrange it.

For more information: www.fin-online.org.uk or email: info@fin-online.org.uk
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Degree
Apprenticeship
Knowledge
Networks
(DAKN)

Degree Apprenticeship Knowledge Networks

Degree Apprenticeship Knowledge Networks 2021/2022
Why ?
1. Knowledge sharing forums for practitioners to share insight, experience, best-practice and frustrations and concerns.
2. Support delivery and implementation – RPL, apprentice/student welfare, OfSTED preparations!
3. Inform planning and preparation – EPA – sharing insights from HEI’s who have completed EPA and also EPAO’s

4. Curriculum Innovation – novel ideas, best practice, innovation
5. Informing policy – IFATE, DfE, sector bodies ie. CoP - Enabling UVAC / our sector to speak with one voice.
How ?
Online meetings with input/discussion led by colleagues, open discussion and Q&A – no right answers, lots of experiences.
CONTACT : Dr John Lanham

john.lanham@galto.co.uk

07768 147 266

Degree Apprenticeship Knowledge Networks

Spring / Summer 2022 DAKN Meetings
Academic Professional – Spring meeting TUESDAY 18th May 14.00 – 16.00

1.
2.
3.
4.

Update on revision to the APA Standard – Darryll Bravenboer (Middx + Co Chair of APA
Trailblazer)
APA Tripartite reviews – Lisa Alberici (Director of Academic Professional Programme –
Exeter)
Employer engagement on APA with HEI’s as provider and employer – Kelly Sisson (
Academic Professional Programme Lead – Lincoln)
There will also be an open discussion on the implications for the APA of the recent
policy change that DA’s will in future be integrated. This is an emerging issue and will
have implications for HEI’s delivering the APA.

Registration link https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/2667604747218269197
CONTACT : Dr John Lanham

john.lanham@galto.co.uk

07768 147 266

Degree Apprenticeship Knowledge Networks

Spring / Summer 2022 DAKN Meetings
PCDA – Wednesday 15th June 14.00 – 16.00
Part Time PCDA – CoP requires a part-time option to be available as part of the
approval process. At the June meeting we will hear from some HEI colleagues and
Force partners about their experiences with a part-time option which will be of
interest to other HEI’s preparing a P/T route.
If you are interested in sharing relevant experience and insights please get in touch.
Registration link https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6666634091126003983
CONTACT : Dr John Lanham

john.lanham@galto.co.uk

07768 147 266

Degree Apprenticeship Knowledge Networks

Spring / Summer 2022 DAKN Meetings
Other networks ?
1. DA Hub Managers/Leaders – a network with a whole institution operations/
implementation focus
The glue the keeps all the various departments/schools DA programmes together and
working “seamlessly” with the rest of the institutions systems and processes ☺ !

Initial discussion / EOI meeting – Wednesday 8th June – 9.30 – 11.00 (Zoom)

Registration link - –
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/1352930789102728459
CONTACT : Dr John Lanham

john.lanham@galto.co.uk

07768 147 266

Operations Update

Webinars

Subcontracting - TBC

CMDA – latest
Final Meeting

• June 15th 1-4
• Costings
• Integration of
EPA

Currently Live

• KSBs
• TEMPLATE
Due Today
• Duties

Next Steps

• Register for
the next
meeting
• Register for
the notes
• Download the
KSB template

Duties
Duty 1 Interpret data and
information to from the wider
market and stakeholders to
generate insights that
influence decision-making
and identifying key risks /
opportunities.

Duty 2 Develop and
implement business plans for
their area of responsibility
which contribute to the impact
of organisational/ business

Duty 3 Lead and drive
change and innovation to
deliver responsible and
sustainable business
solutions

Duty 4 Contribute to continuous
improvement of systems and
processes to ensure procedures,
policies and guidance are
updated in line with technology
advancements, legislative and
social changes

Duty 5 Assess the strategic and
operational risks and opportunities
relevant to their area of
responsibility and develop
appropriate solutions that meet the
needs of the organisation / business
and its stakeholders in a responsible
and ethical way.

Duty 6 Manage the lifecycle
of projects through to
completion and evaluate
outcomes to make
recommendations for future
change.

Duty 7 Manage budgets or
expenditure for their area of
responsibility and contribute
to organisational financial
planning

Duty 8 Identify and manage
the resources required to
achieve targets relevant to
their area of responsibility.

Duty 9 Implement, evaluate,
and contribute to the
development of the
organisational policies and
procedures, and ensure
compliance

Duty 10 Identify current and
emerging technologies to
drive forward organisational
capabilities, creating more
efficient and effective ways of
delivering outcomes.

Duty 11 Lead and manage
relationships with key internal
and external stakeholder
relevant to their area of
responsibility

Duty 12 - Contribute to the
development of individuals and
the wider team through
coaching, mentoring, or training
to support high performance and
the development of a positive
culture.

Duty 13 - Leading and
managing others including
setting direction and
objectives to support
organisational performance.

KSB Template-Deadline Friday 6 May

Send to:
r.rhodes@bolton.ac.uk
BY: FRIDAY 6 MAY
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Policy Update

Mandy Crawford-Lee
Chief Executive, UVAC

Degree Apprenticeship Knowledge Networks

Higher Level Skills – Looking forward and back
- T levels, Applied Generals and the Technical Pathway
- Higher Technical Education (HTE) and Higher Technical
Qualifications (HTQs)
- Higher and Degree Apprenticeships
- Degree Apprenticeship Growth Plan
- Occupational Maps and Occupational Standards
- Lifelong Loan Entitlement
- Review of the Apprenticeship Levy
Impact of the above on HE provision as a whole
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T Levels, Applied Generals and the Technical
Pathway
- Proposed Mainstream Offer at 16 - 18
- Some Opportunity for smaller Applied Generals to be combined with
A Levels, but Applied Generals (e.g., BTEC and Cambridge Nationals)
were threatened to become ‘rare’…
- A range of organisations undertaking on-going lobbying on the
value of the Applied General – focus on choice, distinctiveness of
Applied Generals, role in access and participation
- See recent HEPI report on value of Applied Generals HERE
- A desire by Government for the creation of a high-quality technical
pathway – T Levels to HTE/HTQs – an alternative to/or part of HE?
Removal of funding for qualifications seen to compete/overall with T
Levels
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Higher Technical Education and HTQs
- Higher Technical Qualifications – an IfATE Quality Mark for level 4 and 5
technical qualifications mapped to and approved against Occupational
Standards
- Gambling the house or a watching brief?
- Will HTQs grow?
- Number Caps (on other types of provision)??
- Financial Incentives/Disincentives for other provision??
- Where will HTQs grow – employer and individual demand, e.g., Health
and Social Care?
- IfATE Approvals process – fairly positive
- Competition – with Ofqual regulated FE qualifications and issues of credit
size
- Quality – Ofsted versus OfS/QAA? History repeating…?
- Articulation and progression with bachelor’s degrees
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Degree Apprenticeship Policy Refresh
5 key changes / principles:
▪ Mandatory qualification policy – recognition of the value of a degree in an Apprenticeship
and support for Trailblazers to specify a mandatory degree in an Apprenticeship better
enables DAs for ‘graduate occupations’
▪ Degrees within Degree Apprenticeship fully integrate with on-the-job training - delivered
through the Apprenticeship

▪ Degree will reflect KSBs – degree learning outcomes used to deliver the Degree
Apprenticeship will be designed, delivered, and validated based on the KSBs specified in
an Apprenticeship standard
▪ All Degree Apprenticeships will be based on the integrated model – that is the integration of
the degree and work-based learning, on and off the job learning and the degree will be
used to deliver the EPA
▪ Integrated Degree Apprenticeship use modules of the degree to deliver the EPA – EPA will
include assessment by occupational and industry experts only.
LINK to IfATE NEW guidance HERE

Westminster Higher Education Forum

Growing Productivity and Social Mobility - the Biggest
Economic Challenges
- Minister Donelan’s ambition for the Lifelong Loan Entitlement:

Post-recovery Britain can become a skills powerhouse, with a further and higher education
system that is accessible to all, and that acts as an engine for social mobility – real social
mobility which focuses on getting on as much as getting in. (2021)
- Universities will be ordered to set “ambitious targets” to boost the proportion of students
studying degree apprenticeships
- DfE exploring whether to introduce “financial incentives” to entice more universities to offer
degree apprenticeships – Strategic Priorities Grant of £8m
- Jennifer Coupland, Chief Executive of the Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical
Education, “welcomes the government’s move to force an increase in degree
apprenticeships”

Employers tell us they are crying out for higher level technical skills and that degree
apprenticeships are great for their organisation. (2021)
- John Blake, new Director for Fair Access and Participation at the Office for Students charged
with the “reboot of universities access and participation plans” to play a “key role” in the
levelling up agenda and the national focus on improving the skills gaps in disadvantaged
areas. We have responded to his ‘ambitions’ HERE in an Wonkhe article.

Westminster Higher Education Forum

Degree Apprenticeship Growth Plan
-

Degree Apprenticeships = a brilliant UK invention
England Apprenticeships = an aspirational programme
Degree Apprenticeships = Progression Routes strengthened
Ministers’ intentions = more HEIs delivering
IfATE’s Policy Refresh = a ‘new’ and strengthened DA brand
Degree Apprenticeship Growth Plan = removing barriers to engagement
and establishing the place for and role of targets
- https://feweek.co.uk/five-ways-michelle-donelan-can-grow-degreeapprenticeships-without-a-cheque-book/
- https://wonkhe.com/blogs/a-vocational-view-on-access-andparticipation/
- UVAC Draft Plan: https://uvac.ac.uk/uvac-calls-for-degree-apprenticeshipgrowth-plan/
- Strategic Priorities Grant Funding = £8m investment
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Occupational Maps & Occupational Standards
▪ “Occupational maps group occupations with related knowledge, skills and behaviours into

pathways, making it easier to see the opportunities for career progression within that
particular route. Within each pathway, occupations at the same level are grouped into
clusters, to show how skills learnt can be applied to other related occupations.” - IfATE

▪ IfATE is being asked to consider fostering the development of new occupational standards
where gaps in Occupational Maps are apparent and to support revision to meet economic
and societal objectives e.g., the Green Jobs and Net Zero agenda.
▪ Occupational Maps could develop as career maps including information on wage returns
and the benefits of particular options.
- Occupational standards are a useful resource – BUT issues of consistency and quality,
focus on the KSBs of today not tomorrow and developed for work-based programmes
- Will Occupational Standards be used to influence provision at level 6 and 7?
- Shift from employers being in the ‘driving seat’ to employers ‘being at the centre’ of
provision development
- Government likely to want to significantly influence provision
- UVAC has produced guidance on the use of occupational maps and standards HERE
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Lifelong Loan Entitlement
- 1st consultation - The Lifelong Loan Entitlement (LLE): see
UVAC’s consultation response HERE
- See our article in FE News HERE
- Our key messages:
1. We are supportive of the new system and LLE ambition
2. Need a greater understanding of the level of demand for modular
study and typical learner
3. New system must ensure articulation with degrees with modules
that can build into a qualification
4. Employer contribution and relevance is absent
5. RPL and system of FE/HE credit transfer needs a new narrative

- See UUK’s consultation response HERE

Westminster Higher Education Forum

Review of the Apprenticeship Levy
- See FE News article ‘A review of the apprenticeship levy and
how the tax system incentivises employers to invest in training’
HERE
- Key issues we would focus on:
1. The Role of the State, Individual and Employer in Paying for Training
2. A Focus on Future Skills Needs and Skills Gaps and Shortages
3. Skills Policy Should Not be Focused on Rectifying the Failures of the School
System
4. Avoiding a Focus on the Magic Bullet

- UVAC and CMI will be producing a full policy paper by August,
ahead of the autumn statement
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Other Updates
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Final Word
- Recording of this SoTN Address available plus slides ++ briefing note on
key issues discussed this month can be found HERE
- UVAC survey running HERE to help inform ESFA thinking on degree
apprenticeship investment
- Survey on the Architecture EPA running HERE
- Next SoTN 8 July: register HERE
- UVAC National Conference Wednesday, 23 November 2022
- Theme: Learning from practice: from digital to design to performance and policy in higher

technical and professional education and skills including higher and degree apprenticeships

1.
2.
3.

REGISTER HERE
Call out for workshop proposals can be found HERE covering:
Opportunities for widening access
Learning from digital adaptations and ongoing applications
The relevance and reality of recent higher and degree apprenticeship policy

